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Abstract
In computational literary studies, the challeng-
ing task of predicting quality or reader apprecia-
tion of narrative texts is confounded by volatile
definitions of quality and the vast feature space
that may be considered in modeling. In this
paper, we explore two different types of fea-
ture sets: stylistic features on one hand, and
semantic and sentiment features on the other.
We conduct experiments on a corpus of 9,089
English language literary novels published in
the 19th and 20th century, using GoodReads’
ratings as a proxy for reader appreciation. Ex-
amining the potential of both approaches, we
find that some types of books are more pre-
dictable in one model than in the other, which
may indicate that texts have different promi-
nent characteristics (i.a., stylistic complexity,
narrative progression at the sentiment-level).

1 Introduction

Defining literary quality or reader appreciation is a
complex challenge for quantitative literary studies
due to the the heterogeneous nature of narrative
texts, and the complexity of mechanisms of judge-
ments and standards in the literary field. While
recent studies demonstrate that literary quality ap-
pears above chance at the scale of large numbers,
and that both text-extrinsic and text-intrinsic fea-
tures systematically impact sales figures and reader
judgements (Wang et al., 2019; Lassen et al., 2022;
Koolen et al., 2020; Bizzoni et al., 2022a; Mahar-
jan et al., 2017), the question of how these features
interact, and what metrics can be used to validate
them, remains open. The challenge lies not merely
in modeling literary quality, but in selecting which
features to include in a model, while ensuring a de-
gree of interpretability. In this study, we examine
two different sets of textual features for modelling
literary quality: stylistic and syntactic characteris-
tics vs. narrative and semantic features based on
sentiment analysis and word-category profiling.

2 Related works

Generally, we may distinguish two types of feature-
sets used to model literary quality: stylistic fea-
tures (the “how” of writing) and those that cap-
ture deeper structures and content (the “what” of
writing). Previous studies of literary quality have
predominantly relied on stylistic features, such as
sentence-length, lexical richness or redundancy
(Koolen et al., 2020; Maharjan et al., 2017), syn-
tactic complexity (Zedelius et al., 2019), or n-gram
frequencies (Koolen et al., 2020).

More recent works have tested the effect of al-
ternative features, such as sentiment analysis on
reader experience (Drobot, 2013; Kim and Klinger,
2018; Brooke et al., 2015; Jockers, 2017; Reagan
et al., 2016). Studies relying on sentiment analysis
usually draw scores from lexica (Islam et al., 2020)
or human annotations (Mohammad and Turney,
2013), to outline the sentiment arcs of narrative
texts (Jockers, 2017), and have shown a correlation
between reader appreciation and sentiment (Ma-
harjan et al., 2017, 2018). Hu et al. (2021) and
Bizzoni et al. (2022b) modelled persistence, co-
herence, and predictability of sentiment arcs using
fractal analysis, a method to study the dynamics
of complex systems (Hu et al., 2009; Gao and Xu,
2021), finding correlations with reader apprecia-
tion (Bizzoni et al., 2021). In summary, simple or
more complex approaches methodologically based
on sentiment-annotation show a predictive power
for reader appreciation.

Beyond sentiment analysis, other approaches to
modelling literary quality have focused on the se-
mantic content of texts. Using topic modeling,
Jautze et al. (2016) found that novels with a higher
topic diversity elicited higher ratings, and less top-
ically diverse works like genre fiction were per-
ceived as less prestigious, while van Cranenburgh
et al. (2019) found that the specific topics in texts
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also indicate higher or lower literary quality - top-
ics linked to intimate and familiar relations, for
example, seem to indicate lower ratings, which can
be linked to the hypothesis that specific genres,
especially those in which women authors are dom-
inant, are perceived less literary (Koolen, 2018).
While topic modelling or resources like Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)1 are often used
to model semantics (Luoto and van Cranenburgh,
2021; Naber and Boot, 2019), Jannatus Saba et al.
(2021) have shown that the Roget thesaurus outper-
forms them in modeling literary quality.

3 Methods

3.1 Quantifying quality

For practical reasons, computational studies tend
to rely on a single proxy of literary quality, even
if it may conflate types of literary evaluations (e.g.
genre-specific evaluation) reducing them to a mono-
dimensional scale. Various proxies have been
used, such as readers’ ratings on platforms like
GoodReads (Kousha et al., 2017), or a text’s pres-
ence in established literary canons (Wilkens, 2012).
Still, different quality-standards may display sig-
nificant convergences (Walsh and Antoniak, 2021).
For the present study, we employed the average
ratings and rating count (number of user-ratings)
of books on GoodReads, a popular online liter-
ary platform.2 While GoodReads as a proxy for
reader appreciation does have the obvious limita-
tions mentioned, it is a practical starting point for
quantifying literary quality across a wide range
of readers, genres, and authors. With more than
90 million users, GoodReads may be particularly
valuable for giving an insight into reading culture
“in the wild” (Nakamura, 2013), deriving both its
listed books and ratings from a heterogeneous pool
of readers in terms of background, nationality, gen-
der, age, and reading preferences (Kousha et al.,
2017). Note that while GoodReads average rating
ranges from 0 to 5, it does display a positivity bias,
with titles having a high mean rating overall (Fig.
1).

3.2 Data

We used the Chicago Corpus dataset of more than
9,000 English-language published in English be-
tween 1880 and 2000.3 Novels were selected for

1https://www.liwc.app
2https://www.goodreads.com
3https://textual-optics-lab.uchicago.edu

this corpus based on the number of copies extant
in libraries worldwide, resulting in a diverse collec-
tion of genres, from popular fiction genres to Nobel
Prize laureates works (Bizzoni et al., 2022c), with
a large subsection of texts featured in canonical col-
lections such as the Penguin Classics book-series,4

the GoodReads’ Classics list,5 the Norton Anthol-
ogy (Shesgreen, 2009).6 It should be noted that the
corpus has a cultural and geographical tilt toward
Anglophone authors.

Titles Authors
Number 9089 (727) 3150 (173)
Avg. rating 3.74 3.69
Avg. rating count 14246.36 12816.83

Table 1: Above: number of titles and authors in the
corpus and in the canonical subset of the corpus (in
parenthesis). Below: the average GoodReads’ rating
and average number of ratings per book and author.

3.3 Features
The task of predicting literary quality is inherently
complex due to the large set of features that could
be considered, but also because these seem to per-
tain to different levels of narrative texts. As noted
previously, stylistic features are frequently used
in this line of studies, while those pertaining to
the sentiment and semantic profiles of narratives
have been less explored. While recent studies have
sought to assess the effect of adding sentiment fea-
tures to a model based on stylistic features (Biz-
zoni et al., 2023b), and of adding semantic profiles
(Roget categories) to a model based on sentiment
features (Bizzoni et al., 2023a), it is still difficult to
assess these two different levels of narrative against
each other: the purely textual and stylistic features
against those pertaining to more underlying nar-
rative content and dynamics. To compare these
two different types of features sets both in terms of
effect and what aspects of texts they seem to cap-
ture, we train two models on each set, basing our
selection of features on what has previously been
used in studies on predicting literary quality. We
call these two models the stylistic and the narrative
model.

For the stylistic model, we chose stylistics fea-
tures that have been applied in previous studies
(Koolen et al., 2020; Maharjan et al., 2017; van Cra-
nenburgh and Bod, 2017; van Cranenburgh et al.,

4https://www.penguin.com/penguin-classics-overview/
5https://www.goodreads.com/shelf/show/classics
6https://www.norton.com/books/

https://www.liwc.app
https://www.goodreads.com
https://textual-optics-lab.uchicago.edu/us_novel_corpus
https://www.penguin.com/penguin-classics-overview/
https://www.goodreads.com/shelf/show/classics
https://www.norton.com/books/9780393603125
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Whole (9089) rated>130 (5827)

Model r2 MSE r2 MSE

Baseline -0.69 0.37 -0.47 0.09
Stylistic and syntactic features 0.37 0.14 0.16 0.05
Sentiment and semantic features 0.48 0.13 0.21 0.05

Table 2: Model performance comparison against a baseline (trained only on mean sentiment), showing the
performance of the models when trained on the whole corpus and on the corpus subset (rated>130 times). In
parenthesis the number of titles in each subset.

2019; Crosbie et al., 2013; Ganjigunte Ashok et al.,
2013; Algee-Hewitt et al., 2016; Zedelius et al.,
2019). These are sentence length; lexical diver-
sity (Torruella and Capsada, 2013); ratio of text-
compressibility, indicating redundancy or formu-
laicity (Benedetto et al., 2002); entropy of words
and bi-grams, the unpredictability or information
present in a collection of words or pairs of consec-
utive words (Shannon, 1948); five classic indices
of readability,and several syntactic features: fre-
quencies of parts of speech and selected syntagms
such as subjects, passive auxiliaries and relative
clauses (see the full list of features in appendix).

For the narrative model, we similarly selected
measures from previous studies (Maharjan et al.,
2017; Mohseni et al., 2022, 2021; Bizzoni et al.,
2022a; Jannatus Saba et al., 2021). With a simple
approach to sentiment analysis, we extracted com-
pound sentiment scores of all sentences in novels
(tokenizing with NLTK7) with the VADER lexicon
(Hutto and Gilbert, 2014). From these values, we
also computed and detrended sentiment arcs of the
novels 8. Thus, we based our model on mean sen-
timent valence and standard deviation, as well
as two measures of arc dynamics based on the de-
trended arcs: Hurst exponent, and Approximate
Entropy, which is a measure of the complexity or
irregularity of a time series (Delgado-Bonal and
Marshak, 2019). Beyond sentiment-features, we
calculated the frequency of 1044 Roget “para-
graphs” (i.e., topics in each of subcategory) of
Roget’s Thesaurus of English Words (Roget, 1997;
Liddy et al., 1990) indicating the topical interplay
of semantically based word-categories in our nov-
els (see example in appendix, fig.2).

3.4 Model
For our prediction task we employed a Random For-
est regressor, a robust and well-regarded machine
learning technique (Breiman, 2001) that combines

7https://www.nltk.org/
8See Hu et al. (2021) for details on this method

multiple decision trees to deliver more accurate and
stable predictions. As a non-parametric method,
it is well-suited to complex tasks where the rela-
tionship between predictors and outcome is not
easily approximated by a simple function. The
Random Forest algorithm offers two key advan-
tages for our study: first, the method is capable
of handling high-dimensional data; second, by ag-
gregating the results of many decision trees, each
trained on a slightly different set of data, this ap-
proach mitigates the risk of overfitting, making it
apt for relatively small, highly complex datasets
like the one we are using. Regarding our model
training and testing protocol, we opted for a stan-
dard split of our dataset - we partitioned the corpus
into two subsets: 80 % of the data was used for
training our models, while the remaining 20 % was
reserved for testing. We chose not to stratify au-
thors, i.e., we did not make sure that titles of the
same author appeared in the training and test set,
as we seek to assess the reader appreciation of in-
dividual titles and since the perceived quality and
GoodRead’s average rating may vary a lot between
titles of the same author.

4 Results

4.1 Baseline

As it can be difficult to assess model performance,
we included a baseline model for comparison,
which is only trained on a single feature (mean sen-
timent of a novel), and naturally exhibits poor per-
formance (Table 2). This baseline is naturally un-
demanding and more complex models could have
been used to assess model performance. However,
our interest is not in assessing the performance
of our two models against the state of the art, but
rather to examine the difference between them to
gain a better insight into the behaviour of the two
types of feature sets. The baseline is, as such, only
included as a reference to evaluate the effect when
comparing the two models.

https://www.nltk.org/
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Best predicted
Error Title Author Rating count
0.0013 Children Of Dune Frank Herbert 149561
0.0031 The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter Carson McCullers 102550
0.0037 The Black Echo Michael Connelly 179372
0.0043 To The Lighthouse Virginia Woolf 159757
0.0054 The Fountainhead Ayn Rand 312146
0.0067 Dolores Claiborne Stephen King 140124
0.0079 A Portrait Of The Artist James Joyce 141170
0.0079 The Maltese Falcon Dashiell Hammett 99733
0.0102 Catch-22 Joseph Heller 788426
0.0112 The Virgin Suicides Jeffrey Eugenides 273576

Worst predicted
Error Title Author Rating count
1.4385 The Color Purple Alice Walker 628511
0.3280 The Screwtape Letters C.S. Lewis 394394
0.3176 Animal Farm George Orwell 3967590
0.2832 Anne Of Windy Poplars L.M. Montgomery 103599
0.2819 Giovanni’s Room James Baldwin 102685
0.2771 The Green Mile Stephen King 286816
0.2414 The Wayward Bus John Steinbeck 486536
0.2397 Fight Club Chuck Palahniuk 547786
0.2375 The Velveteen Rabbit Margery W. Bianco 246379
0.2248 The Red Tent Anita Diamant 565946

Table 3: Top 10 best and worst predicted titles, using stylistic features only, and trained on all titles, but showing
only titles rated >90,000 times. Titles in red are the same worst predicted titles in both of our models, stylistic and
narrative (cf. Table 4).

Best predicted
Error Title Author Rating count
0.0005 Hatchet Gary Paulsen 356112
0.0007 House Of Sand And Fog Andre Dubus III 129687
0.0008 Midnight’S Children Salman Rushdie 114828
0.0015 The Sound And The Fury William Faulkner 171316
0.0023 The Grapes Of Wrath John Steinbeck 840278
0.0029 American Psycho Bret Easton Ellis 274920
0.0040 Lord Of Chaos Robert Jordan 155112
0.0042 The Fires Of Heaven Robert Jordan 167184
0.0051 The Pilot’s Wife Anita Shreve 94753
0.0054 Firestarter Stephen King 211794

Worst predicted
Error Title Author Rating count
1.0477 The Color Purple Alice Walker 628511
0.3056 The Screwtape Letters C. S. Lewis 394394
0.2761 Giovanni’s Room James Baldwin 102685
0.2580 Fight Club Chuck Palahniuk 547786
0.2502 The Wayward Bus John Steinbeck 486536
0.2466 2001: A Space Odyssey Arthur C. Clarke 290785
0.2404 The Green Mile Stephen King 286816
0.2353 The Dispossessed Ursula K. Le Guin 107350
0.233 Animal Farm George Orwell 3967590
0.232 Murder on the Orient Express Agatha Christie 517455

Table 4: Top 10 best and worst predicted titles, using narrative features only, and trained on all titles, but showing
only titles rated >90,000 times. Titles in red are the same worst predicted titles in both of our models, stylistic and
narrative (cf. Table 3).

4.2 Stylistic vs narrative model

As we show in Table 2, we observe a differential
performance between the stylistic and narrative
models. Although the stylistic model does exceed
the pre-established baseline, it is surpassed in per-
formance by the narrative model. In both cases,
the performances of the models are quite robust
given the intricacy of the task, but as shown by the
relatively high Mean Square Error (MSE), it might
be that some subgroups of titles are particularly
well predicted, inflating the models’ overall score.

4.3 Rating count threshold

We also applied a threshold for the number of times
a book is rated, as the average rating titles with very
low numbers of ratings are sensitive to arbitrariness
of opinion of very few and do not reflect a consen-
sus among readers. We set an arbitrary threshold at
130 ratings (0.000001 of all ratings in our corpus),
and filtering out books with>130 ratings, 5827 ti-
tles remained. When training our models on these
titles, their performance is significantly lower, yet
the MSE is also evidently reduced. Despite this
lowered performance, it is worth noting that both
models still perform significantly above chance
level. This suggests that, while the rating count
threshold has an impact, the models retain some
predictive ability in both settings, as is also evident

when we visualize the real and predicted values of
each model (Fig. 3).

4.4 Individual titles

To examine the differences between the two mod-
els, we inspected their performance on individual
titles. We show only the most highly rated books in
the corpus (rated >90,000 times) for the purpose
of displaying highly recognizable works (Table 3,
4). Since we were not interested in the models’
predictive abilities per se, but to examine whether
some groups of literary works were apter to be mod-
elled through the semantic and sentimental rather
than the stylistic feature set when optimising for
reader appreciation, for this test we trained and
tested both models on the whole corpus. As such,
the errors reported in the Tables 3 and 4 are to be
taken as merely comparative measures. A liter-
ary scholar manually inspected the 100 best and
worst predicted individual titles (lowest and high-
est error, or the difference between actual and pre-
dicted value), finding that while the models might
indeed be better capturing different aspects of text
in terms of genre and type in their best predictions,
they seem to often struggle with the same group
of titles (Tab. 3, 4). The worst predicted titles
in both models distinguish themselves by having
some extra-textual strong point, such as the author
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having a large fan-base (Lewis, Orwell), being im-
portant works with regard to contemporary issues,
like sexuality and racism (The Color Purple, Gio-
vanni’s Room), or being popular movie adaptions
(Fight Club, The Green Mile), which – we conjec-
ture – are factors that influence the ratings of these
titles beyond what can be substantiated from tex-
tual features alone. This observation is not trivial,
since it would have been entirely possible that these
works have gained their fame, e.g., were adapted
into movies, because of their textual characteristics.
However, it is still possible that these novels have
characteristics that are not adequately captured by
any of the features included in our models.

Looking at best predicted titles, we find that
contemporary canonical fiction of the broad “liter-
ary novel” genre (such as novels by Hemingway,
Fitzgerald, Joyce and Woolf) appear among the
top predictions of the stylistics model more often
than among those of the narrative model. To fur-
ther estimate the performance of the models on
canonical vs. non-canonical fiction in our corpus,
we aggregated titles found in various standards of
literary canonicity, marking all titles extant in our
corpus by authors mentioned in a series of lists
indicating canonicity.9 Here, we find that both
models are slightly better at predicting canonical
than non-canonical works, although for the narra-
tive model, the difference is almost insignificant
(p-value 0.049). Finally if we compare their er-
rors when trained on titles>130 rating count, the
narrative model does not show any difference in
predicting canon vs. noncanon works, while the
stylistics model is better at predicting canonical
works in this setting (Table 5).

Especially considering that canonical works tend
to belong to the more vague genre of “literary fic-
tion”, where more acclaimed works tend to be ac-
claimed for their style while dealing with a broad
array of topics, it is possible that the stylistic model
is simply better at predicting novels that stand out
in terms of style. Consider the stylistic experimen-
tation of works like A Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Man and To the Lighthouse, which appear
at the top of best predicted titles in the stylistic
model (3). On the other hand, it is possible that
the narrative model picks up on characteristics of
novels’ semantic and sentiment profile that may

9The Norton Anthology, the Penguin Classics series,
GoodReads’ Classics list, and the top 1000 most frequent
titles in the English literature syllabi collected by the Open-
Syllabus project.

Training on the whole corpus
Stylistic Semantic

Canon error 0.086 0.084
Non-canon error 0.096 0.091
T-statistic -2.198 -1.967
P-value 0.028 0.049
Training with a threshold of 130 Ratings

Stylistic Semantic
Canon error 0.292 0.082
Non-canon error 0.351 0.085
T-statistic -3.041 -1.020
P-value 0.002 0.308

Table 5: Difference between the mean error of canonical
and non-canonical titles in the whole corpus estimated
via t-tests. Note that the p-value for the narrative model
tends to be insignificant.

be more prevalent in genre-fiction, and of which
fewer novels become canonical than of the “liter-
ary fiction” category. As such, it may be that these
two sets of features, the stylistic and the narrative,
underlie different types of reader judgements, and
capture characteristics of quality in more high-brow
vs. more low-brow fiction, which are not necessar-
ily evaluated in the same way, and which, in turn,
the GoodRead’s average rating conflates.

5 Conclusions and future works

We find that novels’ stylistic and syntactic features,
as well as the characteristics of their overall emo-
tional tone, the dynamics of their sentiment arcs,
and the semantic categories they cover appear to
be indicative of their appeal to readers and their
perceived overall quality. Moreover, while a model
based on the selected sentiment and semantic fea-
tures clearly outperforms a model based on selected
stylistic and syntactic features, each model might
be best at modelling different types of literary texts,
where the stylistic model is better at predicting
canonical from non-canonical titles. Interestingly,
the models converge on struggling to predict some
titles that are perhaps popular because of extra-
textual factors. Naturally the subject of predicting
reader appreiciation of literar texts is complex. In
the future we aim to repeat the experiment look-
ing at various quality proxies beyond GoodReads
ratings to study convergences between different per-
ceptions of quality, as well as using a larger set of
features. We may also attempt more sophisticated
models, as long as some interpretability remains,
as the main objective is not to effectively predict
a score, but to understand more about how literary
texts affect readers at various narrative levels.
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A Appendix

Figure 1: Histograms showing the distribution of average rating and rating count scores in our corpus (note that the
latter histogram is logarithmically scaled).

Figure 2: Roget profiles of Hemingway’s The Old Man and the Sea and Morrison’s Beloved along their most
frequent “paragraphs”.

1) Baseline 2) Stylistic model 3) Narrative model

Figure 3: Distribution of real and predicted avg. rating values, for models trained on the full corpus (above) and on
titles rated >130 times (below).
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Type Feature Count

Stylistic features
Readability indices Flesch Reading Ease 5

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level
SMOG Readability Formula
Automated Readability Index
New Dale–Chall Readability Formula

Stylistic measures Lexical diversity (MSTTR) 4
Text compressibility (bzip compression)
Word and bi-gram entropy
Sentence length

Syntactic frequencies Verb frequency 12
Noun frequency
Adjective frequency
Adverb frequency
Pronoun frequency
Punctuation frequency
Stopword frequency
Nominal subject frequency
Auxiliary frequency
Passive auxiliary frequency
Relative clause modifier frequency
Negation modifier frequency

Narrative features
Simple sentiment features Mean sentiment 5

Std. deviation of sentiment
Sentiment of beginning (10%)
Sentiment of ending (10%)
Difference in mean sentiment (main/ending)

Complex sentiment measures Hurst exponent 2
Approximate entropy

Semantic features Frequencies of Roget subcategories 1044

Table 6: Full feature-sets


